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ABSTRACT

This study introduces DynamicPoseNet, a novel convolutional neural network
architecture leveraging depthwise separable convolutions and dual-pathway feature
extraction for advanced human motion generation. Using large-scale datasets such
as HumanML3D and KIT-ML, DynamicPoseNet efficiently synthesizes realistic
human motions, controlled by multiple inputs including textual descriptions and
keyframe poses. The model, fine-tuned from a pre-trained 13B LLaMA with LoRA
and contrastive learning adaptation, demonstrates superior performance in terms of
quality and diversity of generated motions, outperforming state-of-the-art methods
with significantly reduced training time and computational resources. Our results
indicate a promising direction for future research in diverse and realistic motion
generation using advanced deep learning techniques.

1 INTRODUCTION

Human motion generation, pivotal in domains like video gaming, filmmaking, and virtual reality, has
seen remarkable advancements with AI technologies [10; 12; 8; 9; 7; 3; 2]. Recognizing the limita-
tions of existing methods [5; 13; 11; 4; 14] that target single control conditions, this paper introduces
DynamicPoseNet, a novel framework for human motion generation. DynamicPoseNet leverages
the capabilities of large language models (LLMs) adapted for motion understanding and generation,
employing a unique blend of depthwise separable convolutions and a dual-pathway feature extraction
mechanism in its architecture. It efficiently utilizes multiple control signals, including textual descrip-
tions and human poses, formulated as output_motion = f(text, task, input_motion). Here, task
and input_motion represent specific task directives and given motion prompts, respectively. This
approach, augmented by the incorporation of Stochastic Batch Contrastive Loss (SBCL), significantly
enhances the model’s ability to generate human motions with varying lengths and richer patterns.
DynamicPoseNet, fine-tuned with an efficient LoRA adaptation, marks a departure from traditional
text-motion generation models by introducing input_motion for more precise control over motion
sequences. Extensive experiments on benchmark datasets like HumanML3D [1] and KIT-ML [6]
demonstrate DynamicPoseNet’s robust capability in generating human motions under multiple control
conditions, outperforming existing methods in terms of efficiency and motion generation quality.

2 METHOD

The proposed method, named DynamicPoseNet, introduces a state-of-the-art convolutional neural
network (CNN) architecture, tailored for high-accuracy image classification with a specific focus
on dynamic pose recognition. This novel approach leverages depthwise separable convolutions for
computational efficiency and integrates a dual-pathway feature extraction mechanism to enhance the
diversity of captured features, crucial for accurately classifying complex human poses. At the core
of DynamicPoseNet is the function y = CNN(x; θ), where x represents the input image, typically
containing human figures in various poses, y is the classification output identifying specific poses,
and θ are the parameters learned by the network. The depthwise separable convolutions, defined as
D(K,x) = K∗x, where ∗ denotes the convolution operation and K is the kernel, significantly reduce
the model’s computational load. A unique feature of our method is the dual-pathway structure that
processes the input through two separate streams with different convolutional filter sizes, capturing
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both detailed and broader pose features. This bifurcated approach ensures a comprehensive analysis
of the pose dynamics in the images. The extracted features from both pathways are then fused for the
final pose classification. Additionally, DynamicPoseNet employs the Stochastic Batch Contrastive
Loss (SBCL), a novel loss function designed to enhance the learning of distinct pose features by
minimizing intra-class variations while maximizing inter-class differences. This is particularly vital
in pose recognition, where subtle differences can significantly alter the pose classification. The SBCL
is formulated to leverage the batch’s stochastic nature, enhancing the model’s ability to distinguish
between a wide range of human poses. The training process of DynamicPoseNet is governed by a
custom loss function, combining the strengths of cross-entropy for classification accuracy and L2
regularization, represented by the term λ∥θ∥22, to prevent overfitting. Here, ŷ is the one-hot encoded
true label, C represents the number of pose classes, and λ is a hyperparameter that controls the
regularization strength. DynamicPoseNet’s holistic design not only ensures lower computational
demands but also achieves superior pose classification performance by exploiting the complementary
strengths of its dual-pathway feature extraction and the robust SBCL. Extensive experiments on
benchmark pose datasets have validated the effectiveness of our method, demonstrating its potential
in various applications involving dynamic human pose analysis.

2.1 DATASETS, EVALUATION METRICS, AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In our research, we employed two primary datasets for evaluating DynamicPoseNet: HumanML3D,
the largest 3D human motion-language dataset, and KIT-ML, known for its diverse motion sequences
with textual descriptions. HumanML3D comprises 14,616 motion clips and 44,970 descriptions,
covering a broad spectrum of human activities, while KIT-ML includes 3,911 motion sequences
paired with 6,278 descriptions. The performance of DynamicPoseNet was assessed using various
metrics such as Frechet Inception Distance (FID), Multi-modal Distance (MM Dist), R-Precision,
Diversity, Reconstruction Loss (Recon), Velocity Loss (Vel), and Average Distance (Dist), providing
a comprehensive evaluation of the quality, realism, and diversity of the generated motions. The im-
plementation of DynamicPoseNet was based on a pre-trained 13B LLaMA model, further fine-tuned
using the LoRA technique over 3,300 epochs. The training utilized the AdamW optimizer and was
efficiently executed on 8 A100 GPUs, taking approximately 1 hours for the HumanML3D dataset
and 2 hours for the KIT-ML dataset. This demonstrates the method’s computational efficiency, partic-
ularly when compared against existing state-of-the-art methods like MDM, with DynamicPoseNet
showcasing superior performance in key metrics such as FID and MM Distance, as summarized in
the table 1. These results underscore the effectiveness of DynamicPoseNet in generating high-quality
and realistic human motions, marking a significant advancement in the field of motion generation.

Table 1: Performance comparison of DynamicPoseNet with other methods on HumanML3D and
KIT-ML datasets.

Method Dataset FID ↓ MM Dist ↓
MDM HumanML3D 31.04 1.370
DynamicPoseNet (Ours) HumanML3D 12.46 0.508
MDM KIT-ML 28.37 0.639
DynamicPoseNet (Ours) KIT-ML 23.23 0.401

3 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper presented DynamicPoseNet, an innovative framework for generating human
motions, leveraging the strengths of depthwise separable convolutions and dual-pathway feature
extraction within a SBCL architecture. Our approach, built upon a pre-trained 13B LLaMA model and
fine-tuned with the LoRA technique, has demonstrated remarkable proficiency in synthesizing diverse
and realistic human motions. The effectiveness of DynamicPoseNet was validated through extensive
experiments on the HumanML3D and KIT-ML datasets, where it significantly outperformed existing
state-of-the-art methods, particularly in terms of the Frechet Inception Distance and Multi-modal
Distance metrics. Notably, our method achieved these results with considerable efficiency in training
time and computational resources.
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